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Abstract: In the cultural life of modern societies great importance has acquired the preservation of existing and, in particular, ancient
architectural heritage. With the inherent historical aspects, the economic implications have to be taken into account as well. Indeed,
especially  European  cities  and  countries  receive  significant  economic  advantages  by  the  existence  of  monuments  and  ancient
suburbs. In this context, structural maintenance, strengthening and monitoring has gained an important academic and professional
impulse. The present paper aims to present the results of a real scale experimental work regarding the application of an innovative
seismic  retrofitting  technique  for  masonry  walls  and  vaults  by  Hydraulic  Lime Mortar  strengthened  by  Glass  Fiber  Reinforced
Polymer textile grids (HLM-GFRP) embedding new sensing systems as fiber optical sensors. The real scale specimen is a masonry
polycentric pavilion vault that was damaged during the L’Aquila earthquake of April 2009. The need of eco compatibility of bonding
material with masonry support implies the use of HLM-GFRP as strengthening system. On the other hand, the use of Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) has a large number of advantages in opposite to electrical measuring methods. Example are: small sensor dimensions,
low weight as well as high static and dynamic resolution of measured values, distributed sensing feature allowing to detect anomalies
in load transfer between reinforcement and substrate and the location of eventual cracking patterns. A suitable Finite Element (FE)
model is developed both to assess the effectiveness of the HLM-GFRP strengthening layers in retrofitting of the masonry vault and to
define the strain field essential to the design of the FBG sensors network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays  around  the  world,  most  of  the  built  environment  is  composed,  on  average,  by  quite  and  very  old
structures. Thus, the development of novel rehabilitation and strengthening techniques has acquired great importance
during  the  last  decades  within  a  new  framework.  Indeed,  on  one  hand  the  improvements  of  scientific  knowledge
regarding the structural behavior of civil constructions have driven to more precise evaluations of the capacity limits for
safety or damage reduction of structures and their retrofitting and on the other hand, many cases of complete structural
inadequacy for both ordinary and non-ordinary events, in service structures inadequate for the current static loads and,
large  stocks  of  structures  and infrastructures  damaged after  moderate  seismic  events  were  found.  Fiber  Reinforced
Polymers (FRP) systems can be used for the strengthening or retrofitting of existing concrete, steel, masonry and wood
structures to resist higher design loads (earthquake loads), correct deterioration-related damage or increase members
ductility. These advanced composite materials are being developed from fibers, polymers, cement or lime based binder
matrices, metals (steel strands) and their composition.

While  composites  have  been  used  in  building  industry  for  several  millennia,  the  conscious  and  systematic
application of fiber reinforced composites for rehabilitation and strengthening of structures is relatively new. Externally
bonded FRP systems have dramatically  increased worldwide,  from a few ten-twenty years  ago to  several  thousand
today [1]. The FRP  composites gain their  strength largely from the fibers, which are usually  glass, carbon, aramid and
steel. In the last few  years, the scientific  community  has  shown a particular  interest  in the  use  of natural  composite
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materials, focusing on their cheapness, recyclability, renewability and environmental sustainability (bio-compatibility)
respect to common man-made fibers [2, 3]. Within natural fibers can be classified those derived from plants like flax,
cotton, hemp, jute, sisal and some other but also from rocks as basalt. Strengthening composites are lightweight, non-
corrosive, fire-retardants (except vegetal fibers), non-magnetic and exhibit high tensile strength. Additionally, these
materials are readily available in several forms ranging from factory made laminates and bars to dry fiber sheets or
textiles that can be wrapped to conform to each geometry of the structures. Finally, the main features of these materials
are high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios, fast and easy application. FRPs have been used primarily in
concrete structures requiring improved corrosion resistance or electromagnetic transparency as internal non-prestressed
and prestressed reinforcements. They have been under development since as early as the 1960s in the United States [4]
and the 1970s in Europe [5]. Internal FRP reinforcements have been fabricated in a variety of one-dimensional bars
(smooth  and  bond-improved)  and  multidimensional  shapes  [6].  To  date,  most  commercially  prefabricated
multidimensional reinforcements are orthogonal, two-dimensional grids and multi-axial nets. One-dimensional FRP
reinforcements are typically employed for bending stress case of beams. Cosenza et al., GangaRao et al. [7, 8] review a
number  of  one-dimensional  FRP bar  products.  Grid  reinforcements  have  been made by winding resin-impregnated
bundles of fibers into prescribed two and three-dimensional shapes using a variety of manufacturing processes [6]. The
grids are often used as flat, two-dimensional flexural reinforcement in slabs or three-dimensional cages for combined
shear  and  axial  reinforcement  in  beams.  Indeed,  the  major  use  and  dissemination  of  these  materials  is  certainly  in
externally  bonded  applications.  Historically,  composites  were  first  applied  as  flexural  strengthening  materials  for
Reinforced Concrete (RC) bridges [9, 10] and as confining reinforcement of RC columns [11, 12]. Developments since
the  first  research  efforts  in  the  mid-1980s  have  been  tremendous.  The  range  of  applications  has  expanded,  over
reinforced concrete, to include masonry, timber and steel structures [6, 13 - 28]. In the recent past, new reinforcement
systems  have  been  developed  including  Fiber  Reinforced  Grout  (FRG),  Fiber  Reinforced  Cement  (FRC),  Steel
Reinforced Grout (SRG) and Steel  Reinforced Cement (SRC).  The inorganic matrices,  even though are not  able to
guarantee the same adhesion property of the epoxy resins reducing tensile strength, may offer numerous advantages in
terms of durability, toxicity, breathability and resistance to fire, as well as more eco compatibility with support. These
ones are characterized by an inorganic bonding matrix; in particular, composites marked by final G make use of grout
(natural lime) as glue while those marked by final C make use of cement. In the present work, glass fiber reinforced
grout (or cement) reinforcement is considered. Several experimental tests have shown the effectiveness of the FRP
material as strengthening technique; however, there are still many unresolved and not sufficiently studied questions
regarding their long term behavior and durability and the adhesion capacity for bonding inorganic matrices. The use of a
Structural Health Monitoring System (SHMS), in order to evaluate the durability of the composite structures in real
time and ensure its security, becomes essential. Several types of advanced sensing technologies based on piezoelectric
sensors or fiber optical sensors (FOSs) have been developed for this purpose so far [29, 30]. In particular, the FOSs are
often  preferred  for  embedding  in  FRP  materials  for  a  variety  of  advantages  that  include:  durability  in  harsh
environment,  immunity  to  electromagnetic  interference,  small  size  and  higher  material  compatibility.  The  FOS
technologies have been used for strain and temperature sensing of FRP strengthening members by either embedding
into or bonding onto the structures. A number of the activities pertain to the development of distributed or multiplexing
sensors, involving techniques based on Fabry-Perot cavities [31], Brillouin scattering [32] and Fiber Bragg Grating
(FBG) [33]. In particular, the FBG sensor, thanks to its localized high precision measurements, represents the most
widely used technology among OFSs. Shultz et al. [34] employed long gauge length FBG sensors to monitor Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) strengthened bridge members. The FBG sensor was mounted into capillary tubes
made of polyether-ehter-ketone. Kalamkarov [35] developed a smart FRP rod by embedded FBG and Fabry-Perot fiber
optic sensor for strain monitoring in innovative bridges. Lau et al. [36] proposed a theoretical model in order to evaluate
in a  FRP strengthened concrete  beam the strain between the bare fiber  and the host  material  for  different  adhesive
thickness and modulus of the protective coating of the embedded FBG sensor. Wang et al. [37] studied the flexural
behavior of a FRP-concrete composite beam with two pre-embedded FBG strain sensors during its fabrication process;
this research demonstrated that the smart composite structure is able to monitor its longitudinal strains in serviceability
limit state as well as in strength limit state. Recently, cost-effective systems including Brillouin Optical Time Domain
Analysis (BOTDA) sensors have been developed and applied to monitor large civil structures. In comparison with other
FOS technologies, Brillouin sensing system is characterized by lower sensitivity, repeatability and accuracy, but the
advantage  of  providing  a  real  distributed  sensing  can  easily  overcome  these  defects.  In  fact,  the  huge  amount  of
measurement points can help to understand the whole structure behavior much better than a limited number of high
precision  data,  allowing  the  detection  of  local  phenomena.  About  this  monitoring  technique,  Bastianini  et  al.  [38]
investigated on the use of  Brillouin technology in detecting anomalies in load transfer  between FRP laminates and
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cohesive substrate and the location of eventual cracking patterns in a FRP-strengthened historic masonry building. To
date, one of the most important research work on FRP-embedded sensing systems is represented by the Polytect Project
[39]. POLYfunctional TEChnical Textiles (POLYTECT) against natural hazards is an integrated project for small to
medium enterprises. Different applications require different types of measurements and sensors. Within the project a
range of sensors and sensing acquisition systems that include the materials Glass Optical Fibers (GOF), Plastic Optical
Fibers  (POF),  and sensitive textile  fibers  and which employ the sensing techniques of  FBG, Optical  Time Domain
Reflectometry  (OTDR),  distributed  Brillouin  sensing,  piezoelectric  sensing  have  been  developed.  As  tests  case,  a
variety of geotechnical and masonry applications have been taken into account.

In the present research work, FBG sensors have been adopted and glued to reinforcement, made by the Hydraulic
Lime Mortar (HLM) and GFRP grids. The strengthened specimen is a masonry polycentric pavilion vault damaged
during L’Aquila earthquake. The present research focuses on the development of computational tools and the design of
reinforcement systems for the analysis and structural health monitoring of masonry structures subjected to dynamic
loads. In particular, finite element (FE) models using multilayer elements are developed both to assess the effectiveness
of the HLM-GFRP strengthening layers in retrofitting of a masonry vault and to define the strain field essential to the
design of the FBG sensor locations and sizes.

2. MONITORING WITH FIBER BRAGG GRATING (FBG) SENSORS

Structural integration of fiber-optic sensing systems represents a new branch of modern civil engineering. FOSs
have a number of advantages over their electrical counterparts. In the recent years FBG sensors have undergone a fast
development due to their own technical properties. FBG sensors have attracted interest from civil structure communities
for structural health, vibration and seismic response monitoring. This kind of sensors are immune to electromagnetic
interference, are lightweight and have small physical dimensions, suitable for being embedded into or attached to a
structure. No wires are required to connect sensors to control system as the fibers themselves act as both the measuring
elements  and  the  signal  propagation  ducts.  FBGs  offer  a  unique  advantage  of  single  ended  connection  to  control
systems because only reflected signals from FBGs are important for demodulation. They possess excellent resolution
and  range,  water  and  corrosion  resistance,  ability  to  be  multiplexed,  immunity  to  harsh  water  conditions,  compact
sensor and harness size and reasonable cost per channel. Long-term strain measures are pivotal in avoiding unexpected
failure or cracking and can be useful in evaluating design limits of the structures. On the other hand, the high cost of
maintenance,  lack  of  precision  in  visual  inspection  and  susceptibility  of  common  sensors  to  harsh  environmental
conditions has made SHM a necessity. For existing structures, FBG sensors can be attached (glued) onto the structure
surface,  whereas  for  new structures,  these  sensors  can  be  embedded  into  the  structure,  with  some cure,  during  the
construction phase. The information from such SHM systems can provide early warning for compromised integrity of
structures and thus help avoid severe losses. Such information is also helpful to adapt and update newer designs of
current and similar structures. One important reason for continuing diffusion of FBG has to be seen in the ability of
Multiplexing [40]. One FBG can measure strain or temperature changes only at one point. But there is the possibility to
distribute  several  Bragg  Gratings  in  one  optical  fiber.  Clearly  this  property  offer  a  distributed  sensing  along  the
structure with only one optical fiber [41].

Fig. (1). Glass Fiber with Bragg Grating.
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2.1. Principle of Operation of FBG Sensors

A Bragg grating (Fig. 1) consists of a periodic sequence of artificial and equidistant refraction switches in the core
of an optical fiber [42]. For mechanical protection the glass fiber gets an additional coat of synthetic material.

Light with the Bragg wavelength λB will be reflected. This means that light of inducted spectrum will be reflected
according to equation (1):

(1)

where λB = Bragg wavelength, ηeff = effective refraction index and = Δ period of diffraction grating. This term of the
light spectrum will be missing in the penetrated array (output signal). With equation (1) it is possible to clarify the
measuring  principle  of  FBG.  A  change  of  the  period  of  diffraction  grating  results  in  an  adjustment  of  the  Bragg
wavelength. Hence other spectra of light will be reflected. These modifications can be activated by strain or temperature
and then changes can be measured. The change of strain in the optical fiber can be explained with equation (2)

(2)

where ΔλB  = change of Bragg wavelength, pe  = photo elastic component and Δε = change of strain. Besides the
monitoring of strain in structural elements the temperature measurement will be of interest. Also in this area FBGS can
be used. With equation (3) the change of temperature can be considered.

(3)

where α = thermo-elastic coefficient, ξ = thermo-optic coefficient and ΔT = change of temperature. Equation (3)
shows that the simultaneous change of strain and temperature results in a modification of wavelength. With equation (2)
and equation (3) the following combination is feasible in which strain and temperature are considered.

(4)

For explicit strain measurements it will be necessary to perform a compensation of the temperature influence [42,
43].  One  possibility  is  an  additional  FBG  only  for  temperature  measurement  in  mechanically  decoupled  areas;
furthermore simple techniques are available in literature [43]. These FBG can be emblazed at the same optical fiber.
Essentially, when the strain or temperature variation of the structure occurs, the surface mounted or embedded optical
fiber sensor will expand and contract. Accordingly with the change of the length of the fiber (and also the period Δ), the
optical fiber sensor modulates the light and reflects back a different signal with another λB,f. The analytical unit can
calculate ΔλB and, being known all quantities in equation (4), the strain measure can be returned back.

Fig. (2). Mansonry pavillon vault during retrofitting works.
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3. NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THE MANSORY POLYCENTRIC PAVILLON VAULT

In order to build the numerical model of the structure is a priority the exhaustive definition of the geometry and the
mechanical properties of the constituting material. The studied pavilion vault is depicted in Fig. (2) by photos taken
from the upper part of the vault during the rehabilitation phases.

The precise reconstruction of the median arc profiles for both orthogonal directions is made by trilateration method.
A certain number of measurements are realized in longitudinal  (long) and transversal  (short)  direction.  Finally,  the
median profiles of the arcs are given back. In Fig. (3) is shown the vault geometry deduced by the relief.

Fig. (3). Longitudinal (a) and transversal (b) polycentric arcs. Plan of the vault (c).

The thickness  of  vault  is  measured to  be  4  cm.  As usual  for  this  kind of  structures,  it  was  not  possible  to  take
samples for direct evaluation of mechanical parameters. The Italian building code (Instruction Document of Feb. 2nd
2009, n. 617), without a surveys campaign, suggests some values for masonry mechanical parameters. Furthermore,
since these are precautionary values characterizing poor quality masonries, the aforementioned code offers correction
factors in the case of better conditions as good mortar,  limited thickness of joints and so on. Finally,  the estimated
mechanical parameters are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical parameters of the masonry vault.

fm [MPa] 5.4
τ0 [MPa] 0.1125
E [MPa] 3375
G [MPa] 937.5

W [kN/m3] 18

In  the  above  table  fm  is  the  mean  tensile  (compressive)  strength,  τ0  is  the  mean  shear  strength,  E  is  the  Young
modulus, G is the shear modulus and W is the density.

3.1. Modelling of Bare Masonry Vault

Information about the geometry and the mechanical properties were used to build a linear elastic FE model of the
vault. In order to get a good compromise between computational cost and outcomes accuracy, a convergence analysis
has been previously performed. To this end, four FE models obtained by successive mesh refinement have been built
(Fig.  4).  The numerical  dimensions of  the FE models  a),  b),  c)  and d)  are  presented in  the following Table  2.  The
convergence analysis is conducted looking at the vertical displacement of the point in the middle of the vault due to the
dead loads. The refinement of the mesh, after the model b (see Fig. 4b), converge to same response values (as the ones
obtained in the refined models shown in the Fig. 4c and d), and consequently the model b was chosen as the reference

(a)

(b)

(c)

A

A

B B
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model because the numerical error in the predicted response due to FE approximation is negligible.

As usual in experimental works and, in particular, in structural monitoring ones, the first issue to be faced is setting
up of the sensors placement on the structure relatively to the entities to control. To this purpose, the numerical model
may be very useful to predict structural zones where stresses and strains need to be monitored. For the vault in study, a
quite complex comparison of deformed shapes, stresses (σ11, σ22 and σ12) and strains (ε22, ε12 and ε11) (Fig. 5a, b) for self-
weight,  longitudinal  and  transversal  seismic  loads  has  been  made.  This  work  allowed the  definition  of  the  sensors
placement onto the pavilion vault. Fig. (5c) shows the optimal position of the sensors on the plan of the pavilion vault.
In  this  research work,  since distributed reinforcement  onto the  top surface has  been designed,  the  definition of  the
sensors placement is quite free and related to maximum stresses and strains expected over whole structures differently
to the other cases in literature in which, due to the application of concentrated reinforcements, the definition of sensors
placement is forced in those points. It is worth describing the strengthening system adopted in this research work.

Table 2. Numerical dimensions of the four FE models depicted in Fig. (4).

MODEL a b c d
Number of nodes 963 3759 14917 33475
Number of restrained nodes 104 208 416 624
Number of shell elements 925 3700 14800 33300

In common practice, arches and vaults are being strengthened with epoxy-bonded FRP (CFRP or GFRP) strips at
the  top  surface  (extrados)  intending  to  lock-out  triggering  of  the  most  probable  failure  mechanism.  Usually  once
cracked, the vault changes its behavior to that a system of arches. Even though various types of failures associated with
a vaulted structure are possible, the most common one is consequence of a mechanism that undergoes the formation of
cylindrical hinges [38].

Fig. (4). Four FE models with growing computational effort due to mesh refinement: going from (a) to (d) models.

The application of strip reinforcements, preferably at extrados of the arches, is able to prevent the collapse. It is
worth noting,  in externally bonded composites the use of epoxy-resins poses some issue,  in particular,  on masonry
breathability  and reversibility  of  the  upgrading intervention.  The pavilion vault  in  study has  sheet-placed bricks  of
thickness 4 cm and, therefore, this structural feature suggests to use a distributed reinforcement over whole surface. The
Italian guidelines CNR DT200 [44], for masonry support recommend to use epoxy-bonded FRP textiles or strips as long
as  its  breathability  is  guaranteed.  The  aforementioned  regulations  prescribe  a  minimum  distance  between
reinforcements. For these reasons and for need of the overall reinforcement, in this case an innovative strengthening

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Fig. (5). Plan view of colors maps for s11 (a) and s22 (b) for dead loads and optimal sensors placement for seismic and dead loads
(c).

system has been employed. In the context of widespread reinforcement, in the past, a commonly used method accounted
the realization of high stiff extrados r.c. jacketing. However, the recent earthquakes have highlighted their negative
effects on the structures. On one hand, they have caused a significant reduction of the self-standing compressive stresses
and, on the other, the increment of seismic mass. According to modern retrofitting approaches strengthening philosophy
recommend, the solution adopted here provides the reinforcement of the vault and, at the same time, preserves the in
plane-deformability properties of the structural element and therefore accommodates small relative displacements at the
support of the vault due to the movements of the masonry walls. An increase in stiffness could significantly elevate the
internal stresses and create the conditions of triggering local collapse mechanisms. In detail (see Fig. 6), the system
chosen consists of a surface application of a thin layer of natural hydraulic lime mortar (3-4 cm max) reinforced by fiber
glass polymer grid (HLM-GFRP). The inorganic bonding matrix strengthened by fiber grid (carbon, glass, galvanized
steel,  flax,...)  guarantee  both  the  possibility  to  reinforce  the  vault,  contrasting  mechanisms  that  eventually  cause  a
premature collapse, and, at the same time, not excessive structural stiffening ensuring those deformations necessary in
the dynamic case. Furthermore, hydraulic natural lime is chemically compatible with masonry and allows the support to
breathe. The FBG sensors are glued on the surface of the GFRP textile grid.

3.2. Modelling of Strengthened Masonry Vault

FE modelling of FRP strengthened structures is still an open research field [45 - 47]. Even though the reinforcement
behavior  is  more  complex  and  governed  by  several  elastic  constants,  in  this  work  it  is  supposed  to  be  isotropic.
Therefore only few parameters have to be determined; they are: the Young modulus E, the Poisson ratio ń and the Shear
modulus G of homogenized material. To take into account the strengthening effect of glued reinforcement a multilayer
two-dimensional  FE  model  has  been  adopted  (see  Fig  7).  Multilayered  structures  are  two-dimensional  elements
embedding several layers with different mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. As two-dimensional structures
we consider  those  with  a  dimension,  usually  the  thickness,  negligible  with  respect  to  the  other  two in  the  in-plane
directions. Several materials are considered for layers embedded in multilayered structures. A natural development of
these are composite materials, where two or more materials are combined on a macroscopic scale in order to obtain
better engineering properties than the conventional materials and have desirable properties that cannot be obtained with
any of the constituents alone. The analysis of layered structures is a cumbersome subject and multilayer FE theory is
still an open research field. Adding layers arises new, different and complicated effects to those that are already known
for traditional one layered, isotropic structures. Plates and shells are, by definition, two-dimensional structures, because
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Fig. (6). View of the three selected areas for the insertion of optical sensors. (a) Global view, zoom zone 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d).

of one dimension, usually the thickness h, is at least of one order of magnitude lower than the representative in plane
dimensions a and b measured on the reference plate/shell surface. This fact permits to reduce the 3D problem to a 2D
one.  Such  a  reduction  can  be  seen  as  a  transformation  of  the  problem defined  in  each  point  P∑(x,  y,  z)  of  the  3D
continuum occupied by the plate into a problem defined in each point PΩ(x, y) of a reference plate surface Ω. A typical
multilayered plate is given in Fig. (7), (O,x,y,z) is an orthogonal coordinate system, Ω is the middle reference surface of
the multilayered structure, Ωk is the reference surface for each k layer of thickness hk.

A local  orthogonal  coordinate  system (xk,  yk,  zk)  can be defined for  each layer.  In a  simple approach,  the basic
theoretical formulation of the multilayer elements is taken by usual plate/shell one. A generic function to be described
within the structure can be postulated in the thickness direction z [48, 49] as:

Fig. (7). Geometrical notations for a multilayered plate.

(5)

where the generic function f can be the vector of displacements u = (ux, uy, uz) in case of a displacement formulation,
the vector of strain components ε in case of a strain formulation and the vector of stress components σ in case of a stress
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formulation. Finally, according to equation (5), the entity of interest, for example the displacements, can be written as
product  of  two  functions,  one  depending  on  the  x,  y  coordinates  and  the  other  depending  on  z.  For  the  functions,
different  degree  can  be  assigned.  In  this  context,  the  main  assumption  is  the  Cz  requirement  for  the  displacements
components. In order to describe the in plane behavior, the classical theory for plate/shell can be used. Within the FE
code SAP2000, the variation in z direction is described by a linear function. The numerical modelling of reinforcement
passes  through  the  assumption  of  linear  elastic  isotropic  behavior.  So,  using  rules  of  micromechanics,  it  is  quite
straightforward to get the elastic constant of homogenized reinforcement (see Table 3).

Table 3. Mechanical parameters of masonry vault.

E [MPa] 31864.4
ń 0.23

G [MPa] 12929.84
W [kN/m3] 15.6

Here some remarks about the numerical outcomes are being discussed. In the following Fig. (8), maps of max and
min  stresses  for  bare  and  strengthened  vault  are  compared.  Fig.  (8a  and  b)  show  a  quite  marked  ómax  stresses
unloading on top surface of the masonry vault. Due to perfect interface adherence between structure and composite
material, it is observed a migration of stresses toward the stiffener reinforcement layer. The application of HLM-GFRP
layer does not affect only the max/min value for stress but also the stresses field distribution.

Fig. (8). Color maps for σmax principal stress: (a) masonry extrados of unreinforced case, (b) masonry extrados of reinforced case, (c)
median plane of reinforcement layer.

The central zone of unreinforced vault shows a quite uniform compressive stress on the extrados; at the center of the
quasi-circular  shaped  area,  the  maximum  compressive  stress  is  0,114  MPa  (Fig.  8a).  In  the  same  area,  after  the
strengthening, the aforementioned max compressive stress is distributed on a wider portion of the structure and it is
0,076 MPa resulting an unloading of the masonry of about 50% (Fig. 8b). On the lateral sides of the vault the same
effect of tensional unloading is observed: tensile stresses undergo a reduction from 0,080 MPa to 0,050 MPa for the
shorter edges parallel to the x-axis, and from 0,130 MPa to 0,070 MPa for the other ones parallel to the y-axis. The
improving effect of reinforcement is much more pronounced on the corners of the vault. In these zones, the stress field
experiences  a  sign  inversion  passing  from  tensile  to  compressive  stress  state.  The  structural  safety,  respect  to  the
classical collapse mechanism, is increased since the pressure line is again brought back inside the thickness of masonry.
The same considerations can be made analyzing the minimum principal stresses σmin. All over the vaulted structure a
quite important unloading is still observed. Finally, the changes in color maps suggest that the case of strengthened
vault  is  characterized  by  better  static  burden  since  the  concentrated  tensional  peaks  disappear  in  favor  of  a  more
uniform distribution of stresses and consequent their reduction. The unloading in stress field can be observed in whole
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structure and it is as much marked as higher are the stressing actions. The tensional migration toward the stiffener layer
represented by the reinforcement may be found in Fig. (8c). In fact, the higher values in magenta affecting the central
zone of the vault disappeared in Fig. (8c), are recovered in the same portion within the strengthening package. This
behavior is a consequence of the Cz hypothesis on displacement field in multilayer shells theory. Within the knowing
process of the vault structural response, qualitative directions may be drawn back by the modal analysis. Moreover, for
completeness of the analysis, in the following Fig. (9), the first modal shape and the first frequency for both structures,
unreinforced and reinforced are shown.

Fig. (9). First modal shape of the unreinforced (a and c, f1 = 20.27  Hz; Muz = 22.7%) and reinforced (a and c, f1 = 22.47 Hz; Muz =
24.5%).

In the below Table 4, the modal features of the first five modes are reported.

Table 4. Features of finite elements models: frequencies and Modal Participating Mass Ratios (MPMR).

Frequencies [Hz] MPMR (UnReinforced) MPMR (Reinforced)
MODE UnReinforced Reinforced UX UY UZ UX UY UZ

1 20.27 22.47 0,000 0,000 0,227 0,000 0,000 0,245
2 22,77 25,88 0,012 0,000 0,000 0,020 0,000 0,000
3 31,66 35,15 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000
4 31,81 36,35 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
5 36,11 41,38 0,000 0,000 0,102 0,000 0,000 0,129

The  above  values  show  an  increment  in  all  vibration  frequencies.  This  is  an  evidence  of  the  stiffening  effect
produced  by  the  reinforcement  layer  glued  on  the  vault  extrados.  Clearly,  considering  a  certain  mode,  the  modal
participating mass related to strengthened structure are increased as well. Comparing the 1° modal deformed shape of
the unreinforced and reinforced structure (see Fig. 9c and d), is visible that in the former case the displacements of the
central area are much more pronounced than the latter one. The reason of that stays in the more uniform distribution of
the stiffness supplied by the overall strengthening.

3.3. Critical Aspect of the FBG Sensors Positioning

The monitoring system is realized by 9 + 3 sensors arranged in 3 sets collocated in 3 distinct zones of the vault (see
Fig. 6). Each set is formed by 3 strain sensors placed in directions forming an angle of 135° from each other and one
thermal (for measurement compensation). In design monitoring system is needed the definition of the sensors placement
both respect to the plane of the structures and, in this case, also respect to the strengthening system. Different types of
FBGs application are presented in literature. For example, in monitoring internally placed carbon fiber bars loading the
sensors are integrated by means of surface gluing; in monitoring FRP strengthened RC elements, often, the sensors are
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embedded into the polymeric matrix (for this strengthening systems the most probable failure occurs in the surface zone
of the concrete). In the present experimental test, each sensor is glued to one grid rod by means of resin (is strictly
needed perfect adhesion among the members). The reason of that placement relies in not suitability of measurements on
top  surface  of  bonding  hydraulic  lime  due  to  its  null  tensile  strength.  However,  since  in  these  new  reinforcement
systems the bonding matrix is cement or hydraulic lime, the adhesion property in the inter-material surface should be
measured as well. Indeed, from monitoring the longitudinal strain of the glass fiber rods forming the grid, using the
updated FE model, is still possible derive information about the adhesion of reinforcement layer on the extrados of the
vault.  If  no  stresses  are  measured  at  the  sensors  means  that  the  adhesion  strength  is  already  exceeded  and  no
strengthening effect is possible. If the measured strain/stress is equal or very close to the predicted numerical outcome
means that a good adhesion is present and the reinforcement is supplying strength.

4. EXPERIMENTAL TEST AND MODEL UPDATING

Some rapid experimental tests were conducted on the vault to perform a parametric identification of the FE model
[50]. The particular condition of the vault, still not reinforced, and the workings the construction site, suggested rapid
testing using a wireless sensor network composed by three sensors with triaxial accelerometer. The measured data have
acquired  the  structural  dynamic  response  under  a  little  impulse  in  z-direction  and under  environmental  noise.  Two
different  typologies  of  experimental  setup,  shown  in  the  Fig.  (10)  have  been  used.  In  the  two  configurations  the
accelerometers have been placed along the middle sections. In particular, one sensor has been collocated in the middle
point of the vault and the other two have been positioned respectively to a quarter and three quarters of the length in
plan view of two sections.

Fig. (10). Two experimental setup: sensors placed along the (a) longitudinal and (b) transversal middle section.

The Fig. (11) shows the experimental response under two different test with little impulse in z-direction. The latter
was induced using a simple hammer. In the first test the shot was given centrally, i.e. close to sensor 2 (see Fig. 10).
However in Fig. (11a) is reported the response of the sensor 1, i.e. the sensor placed to a quarter of the length. Indeed
the effect of the wave, transmitted along the whole surface of the vault, has been registered better by the sensor places
further away from the starting point of the wave. The same phenomenon happens when the impulse is given in a lateral
point, i.e near the sensor 1. In both tests, observing the corresponding PSDs, appears evident the presence of a main
peak at a frequency between 16.5 Hz and 17.5 Hz. In a first approximation, it is right to assume that, at the frequency of
17 Hz, may be associated the first mode of vibration.

Starting  from  this  result  of  identification,  a  model  updating  process  has  been  conducted  varying  the  material
characteristics of the model representative of unreinforced case. In particular was followed the variation of the first
three modal  frequencies  varying the elastic  modulus.  In  the below Table 5,  after  some iteration,  a  good agreement
between the first numerical frequencies and the identified one was reached. In the last step, the elastic modulus has been
reduced of about 27% while the frequency error is of about 1.5%.

Table 5. First three modal frequencies associated with different values of the elastic modulus.

Models E [kN/m2] f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz]
0 3375000 20.27 22.77 31.66
1 3206250 19.76 22.20 30.86
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Models E [kN/m2] f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz] f3 [Hz]
2 3037500 19.23 21.61 30.04
3 2868750 18.69 21.00 29.19
4 2700000 18.13 20.37 28.32
5 2531250 17.55 19.72 27.42
6 2446875 17.26 19.39 26.96

Fig. (11). Dynamic response in z-direction and corresponding PSD.

CONCLUSION

The presented real scale experimental work is part of a retrofitting project regarding an historical building at the
center of L’Aquila damaged during the earthquake of April 2009. The study summarizes the findings of the ongoing
design  phase  to  develop  smart  strengthening  systems.  Several  aspects  are  faced.  FE  models  of  the  structures  in
unreinforced  and  reinforced  configuration  have  been  developed  using  multilayer  theory  to  model  the  distributed
reinforcement  posed  in  the  upper  part  of  the  vault.  The  model  updating  based  on  modal  testing  has  offered  the
possibility of reasonable numerical predictions of the real behavior. Furthermore, information has been given about the
ability of reinforcement to supply strength and adhesion property of the bonding grout. The measurements can be used
also as early warning on structural safety. However, in this research the stress and stain prediction for seismic loads it
could be valid in very limited range as, in the developed FE models, a linear elastic behavior hypothesis is assumed for
the all materials constituting the analyzed structural system. For this reason, further efforts and research activities could
be focalized on the development of a more accurate modelling, i.e. able to take into account both the nonlinear masonry
behavior  [51,  52]  and  the  strongly  nonlinear  phenomena  (detachments,  friction  effects)  occurring  at  the  reinforce-
masonry  support  interface  [45  -  47].  From  technical  point  of  view,  an  improvement  could  be  get  by  introducing
transversal glass fiber connectors between the masonry vault and the strengthening layer.
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